3-5-15

STEPHEN THIS GOES WITH ALL THE CERN INFORMATION…

(THE TIME I MANUALLY EMBEDDED HYPERLINKS AND SOME STILL DO NOT WORK! SO A FEW WILL REQUIRE COPY/PASTE…)

I HAD NOT THOUGHT TO DO A SEARCH IN CONTEXT OF THE TERM “SYNCHROTRON” AND THIS MORNING I WAS LED IN THAT DIRECTION AND I REALLY FOUND SOME INTERESTING THINGS--LIKE NIMROD AND ISIS…..!

THEY ACTUALLY NAMED A SYNCHROTRON NIMROD. IT WAS DISMANTLED TO MAKE WAY FOR ISIS! THE WHOLE THING ABOUT NIMROD IS RIGHT HERE----THEY EVEN MAKE REF. TO HIM AS A HUNTER! WONDER WHY?

(need to copy/paste this link, the info that comes up about Nimrod is the wrong page)


"Nimrod delivered its last particles at 17:00 hrs on 6th June 1978." (THE LAST USE DATE OF NIMROD IS D-DAY OR 6-6. IF YOU RECALL THIS IS NOT THE FIRST TIME THIS DATE HAS COME UP IN THIS WHOLE THING!)

ISIS:  http://www.stfc.ac.uk/161.aspx


(THE DETAILS ON THIS PAGE SHOW THAT THE WEST COORDINATE IS A 911. THE LOCATION IS RUTHERFORD IN THE UK. IT SURE IS A STRANGE COINCIDENCE THAT THERE IS A RUTHERFORD ON THE TIME RIVER AND THAT IS WHERE GIANTS STADIUM WAS LOCATED. SO TWO "COINCIDENCES" HERE---911 AND NEW YORK AND RUTHERFORD ON THE TIME
RIVER WHERE THE GIANTS WHERE--NOT FAR OF COURSE FROM PERTH--THE OTHER GIANT LOCATION......

ABOUT THE ISIS SYNCHROTRON THEY HAVE THIS TO SAY:

"The name ISIS is not an acronym: it refers to the Ancient Egyptian goddess and the local name for the River Thames. The name was selected for the official opening of the facility in 1985, prior to this it was known as the SNS, or Spallation Neutron Source. The name was considered appropriate as Isis was a goddess who could restore life to the dead, and ISIS made use of equipment previously constructed for the Nimrod and NINA accelerators."

THERE IS CERTAINLY SOMETHING GOING ON WITH ALL OF THIS IN CONTEXT OF THE HUNTING THEME. THE HUNTER IN THE SKY IS ORION AND HIS DOG IS SIRIUS OR THE DOG STAR. SO HERE AGAIN IS ANOTHER REF. TO THE HUNTER SEEN IN THIS SYNCHROTRON BEING BUILT IN BRAZIL. 

I DON'T MEAN TO IMPLY ANYTHING ABOUT MYSELF HERE BECAUSE IT IS SURELY THE HOLY SPIRIT THAT GUIDES ME CONCERNING ALL MY STUDIES, SO THAT BEING SAID, I WILL SAY I AM RIGHT ON TARGET ABOUT CERN "SHOOTING PARTICLES" AND THE NIMROD/HUNTING THEME. HOW IT WILL ALL PLAY OUT IS THE QUESTION....

HERE IS SOME GENERAL INFO ABOUT A SYNCHROTRON: 

MIKHAEL G.
3-6-15

THIS ARTICLE ABOUT AN APOLLO HEAD BROUGHT TO LIFE GOES WITH THE CERN STUFF! AS MUCH AS THEY SEEM UNRELATED, THIS IS ACTUALLY TOTALLY RELATED. THIS IS LIKE A "PROGRESSION" FROM THE GIANT IN BUDAPEST. FIRST IT COMES UP OUT OF THE EARTH AND NOW THEY ARE GIVING "LIFE TO THE IMAGE" SO TO SPEAK.

HERE IS A QUOTE FROM AN E-MAIL FROM 11-1-14 ABOUT THE GIANT IN BUDAPEST:  "The GIANT coming out of the ground is most likely of course an "Apollyon out of the pit" thing, though there may be more than just that here... He is coming UP ON the earth with a BODY in this case. So maybe it is like we are getting "closer" to the literal manifestation? 3 months ago (or so) I start saying that Apollo is out of the pit and on the move spiritually to acquire "spiritual heads" for an 8th head manifestation. Then we see all the stuff that I have been writing to you about---next we see this huge statue of a man rising up out of the ground. So maybe this is the body for that spirit type thing?"
SO FIRST WE HAVE THIS GIANT IN BUDAPEST COMING UP ON THE EARTH:

AND NOW WE HAVE THIS:

“PROJECTION MAPPING BRINGS AN ANCIENT GREEK STATUE (APOLLO!) TO LIFE”

http://www.wired.com/2015/03/projection-mapping-brings-ancient-greek-statue-life/

NOTICE IT’S JUST THE HEAD OF APOLLO THEY ARE “BRINGING TO LIFE“. IT’S THE EIGHTH HEAD OF THE BEAST APOLLYON. COULD THINGS GET ANY STRANGER? IT’S THE CERN/SHIVA HANUMAN. THE “NU 8 MAN“…. !
HERE IS ANOTHER QUOTE FROM ARTICLE:

"Imagine GOLEM x APOLLO brought to scale, in the sculpture wings at the Louvre, or the Met: entire corridors of classical marble statues flickering in motion all at once, like a Greek chorus brought to life."

THERE ARE OTHER WINGED SCULPTURES AT THE LOUVRE! THE WINGED SAMOTHRACE.

WIKIPEDIA:
"The Winged Victory of Samothrace, also called the Nike of Samothrace, is a 2nd-century BC marblesculpture of the Greek goddess Nike. Since 1884, it has been prominently displayed at the Louvre and is one of the most celebrated sculptures in the world. …The Nike of Samothrace, discovered in 1863, is 8 feet high. It was created to not only honor the goddess, Nike, but to honor a sea battle. …Numerous copies exist in museums and galleries around the world; one of the best-known copies stands outside the Caesars Palace casino in Las Vegas."

THIS IS NO COINCIDENCE. I HAVE QUOTED THIS VERY PAGE
BEFORE IN THE "TARGET TARGET" ESSAY ABOUT THE NIKE THAT STANDS OUT FRONT OF CAESARS PALACE! OF ALL PLACES THEY WOULD HAPPEN TO MENTION IN THIS ARTICLE IN CONTEXT OF THE APOLLO HEAD COMING TO LIFE THEY PICK A MUSEUM WHERE THERE IS A STATUE THAT NEEDS A HEAD. THEY ARE ASSOCIATING APOLLO WITH THE WINGS AT THE LOUVRE AND THIS GOES BACK TO VEGAS. THE STATUE IS 8 FEET TALL--SO THEY GO FROM A 7 FT TALL GIANT HEAD FLOATING ON THE HUDSON RIVER TO THE 8 FT TALL STATUE WITHOUT A HEAD--AND REMEMBER IT WAS APOLLO GLOBAL MANAGEMENT THAT PURCHASED CAESARS PALACE SEVERAL YEARS AGO! THIS IS ALL PART OF THE APOLLYON RESURRECTION RITUALS…

HERE IS A PICTURE THE NIKE OF SAMOTHRACE AT CAESARS PALACE IN VEGAS--NOTICE IT STANDS IN THE WATER. LIKE A BEAST RISING OUT OF THE SEA AND LIKE THE EARLIER QUOTE STATED: “to honor a sea battle.” THIS IS THE SAME GENERAL WATER FOUNTAIN (PORTAL) PATTERN THAT WE SEE AT THE OKLAHOMA CITY CIVIC CENTER AND IN BUDAPEST NEAR THE GIANT AND GREENWICH IN NEW YORK ETC. SO LIKE I SAID, THE NIKE STATUE HAS NO HEAD. HOWEVER, THE ARTICLE ABOUT BRINGING THE APOLLO HEAD TO LIFE MENTIONS THE MUSEUM WHERE THE NIKE RESIDES--A STATUE THAT HAPPENS TO NEED A HEAD! WHAT A COINCIDENCE.
THIS CAN ALL SEEM A BIT RIDICULOUS, BUT THIS IS HOW
THINGS WORK IN THIS REALITY. ESSENTIALLY THESE ARE
LITERAL WORLDLY MANIFESTATION OF WHAT IS HAPPENING
IN THE SPIRITUAL REALMS. WHATEVER HAPPENS THERE
ALSO MANIFESTS HERE AND SO WE HAVE HUGE CLUES AS TO
WHAT IS GOING ON AND A GENERAL SENSE OF WHERE WE
ARE AT IN THE GRAND SCHEME OF PROPHETIC TIMING… WE
ARE IN A TIME WHEN THE EIGHTH HEAD IS GETTING READY
TO BE REVEALED.

IRONICALLY, PERHAPS THE MOST FAMOUS BOTCHED
MOTORCYCLE JUMP IN HISTORY TOOK PLACE AT CAESARS
PALACE AND CONTAINS A SNAPSHOT OF THIS STATUE. THIS IS
A WHOLE OTHER ISSUE, BUT NOT UNRELATED! THE
HEADLESS STATUE CAN BE SEEN AT PRECISELY 8 SECONDS IN TO THIS VIDEO:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kYGGCVE2lKY

I WOULD SAY THAT THE ARTICLE ABOUT BRINGING THE HEAD OF APOLLO TO LIFE REPRESENTS THE EIGHTH HEAD OF THE BEAST. WHAT WE ARE SEEING IS THAT WE ARE VERY LATE IN THE PROPHETIC TIMELINE OF MANKIND---THE MIDNIGHT HOUR OR ONE MINUTE PAST AT THIS POINT BECAUSE JUDGMENT IS HELD BACK ONLY BECAUSE OF GOD'S GRACE AND MERCY....

IF THE APOLLO HEAD IS THE 8\textsuperscript{th} HEAD THEN THE GIANT ON THE HUDSON IS CERTAINLY THE SEVENTH HEAD! THE TIME RIVER IS RELATED TO THE NUMBER SEVEN (SEE FIRST CERN ESSAY AND TIME RIVER CONFIRMATIONS). THE END PORTION OF THE TIME RIVER NEAR NY HARBOR AND THE HUDSON STRONGLY MANIFEST THE NUMBER 7 CONCEPT OR THEME. THIS IS A SPIRITUAL THING AND THERE IS LITTLE DOUBT THAT THE GIANT HEAD FOUND ON THE HUDSON IS "THE SEVENTH HEAD" SO TO SPEAK! THERE IS PLENTY OF SPIRITUAL EVIDENCE THAT THIS IS THE CASE.

I WAS RE-WATCHING THAT NEWS PIECE ABOUT THE GIANT HEAD THEY FOUND ON THE HUDSON. THE COLLEGE STUDENTS THAT FOUND THE HEAD WERE INTERVIEWED BY CHANNEL 7--AS IF TO TOTALLY UNDERSCORE THAT THIS IS THE SEVENTH HEAD. IT'S EVEN 7 FEET TALL! THESE ARE ALL THE TIMES THE NUMBER 7 IS SEEN IN THAT 2 MIN NEWS CLIP!
IT'S THE “SEVENTH HEAD” FLOATING ON THE RIVER! AND IT’S A GIANT…

NEWS ABOUT THE HEAD:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4P9gKPCRcks

USA TODAY:
"The object turned out to be a 7-foot-tall replica of a man’s head made with Styrofoam and fiberglass."
It pretty obvious that we can call this “The Seventh Head”...

The number seven manifests very strongly on this lower portion of the time river. Here are a bunch of examples. It is so prevalent that the consistency appears unnatural, but this is what happens when there is a strong spiritual manifestation in a specific area....

--"Hudson River Recreation Area: Number Seven Mountain, NY - Geotagged Places of Interest"
http://www.adkforum.com/showthread.php?t=20851

--"Hudson River Lighthouses: The seven lighthouses that exist today along the Hudson River are a tribute to the preservation groups that have worked long and dedicated hours in restoring, preserving and
EXHIBITS AT THE HUDSON RIVER MUSEUM:

--"The smoldering “green-eyed monster,” envy, the most corrosive of the seven sins, makes its appearance at the Hudson River Museum. ....the Hudson River Museum joins seven of the region’s art institutions to present Envy, in The Seven Deadly Sins, the Alliance’s inaugural exhibition that launches in Spring 2015, and continues into summer and fall."

--"Eve Disconsolate“, the masterpiece by Hiram Powers, America’s best-known neoclassical sculptor now in the collection of the Hudson River Museum, shows a distressed Eve about to be banished from the Garden of Eden. Statue, Marble, 77 inches high."

NO SEVENS HERE, BUT MORE SIGNATURES OF THE TIME RIVER BEING A TYPE OF THE NILE:

--"Elihu Vedder: Voyage On the Nile. American painter Elihu Vedder journeyed up the Nile from December 1889 to April 1890 and recorded his fascination with Egypt’s panoramas in artwork presented for the first time in this exhibition organized by the Hudson River Museum."

(Remember, the giant head was apparently owned by Mr. and Mrs. Moses! “...the story of a New Jersey couple, Louis and Kimberly Moses, who bought an 8-foot fiberglass sculpture from a junkyard and placed it on the hill of their new Meredith, NY property”)

NEXT: THE 8 BRIDGES MARATHON THAT LASTS FOR 7 DAYS.

--8 Bridges Hudson River Swim, the longest marathon swim in the
world, is an epic swimming odyssey that celebrates the mighty Hudson and New York Harbor. Swimmers can participate as solos or relays in one or all of the seven stages. The seven-day, seven-stage, **8 Bridges** Hudson River Swim will take place from June 7 – June 14 2015" (7/14 ...21) [http://www.8bridges.org/](http://www.8bridges.org/)

**HUDSON RIVER PARK:**

"Hudson River Park, Events: Seven actresses in seven white beds whisper vivid childhood memories to individual audience members in 'Everything by My Side'. Taking place in a public space in the middle of a busy city. The dreamlike installation and performance marks the U.S. debut of celebrated Argentinean artist Fernando Rubio." [http://www.hudsonriverpark.org/events/everything-by-my-side](http://www.hudsonriverpark.org/events/everything-by-my-side)

**FESTIVAL IN THE HUDSON RIVER AREA:**

"Clearwater's Great Hudson River Revival.
ABOUT THE FESTIVAL: The sloop Clearwater in full sail on the Hudson River. The 2015 Clearwater Festival will take place on Saturday and Sunday, June 20 and 21. Clearwater’s Great Hudson River Revival features seven sustainably powered stages with diverse music, dance, storytelling and family-oriented programming" [http://www.clearwaterfestival.org/about-the-festival](http://www.clearwaterfestival.org/about-the-festival)

**LOCAL NEWS:**

"Seven Rescued After Rowboat Capsizes in Hudson River". Divers from the fire and police departments rescued the seven victims off Pier 25 about 5:20 p.m., according to an FDNY spokesman said. The seven victims were taken to New York Downtown Hospital with minor injuries."

"7 Hurt When Ferry Hits Pier on Hudson River". The ferry, owned by Goldman Sachs and operated by New York Waterway, was headed from the World Financial Center when it hit Owen Grundy Pier on the Hudson River at around 4:30 p.m. The pier is a few hundred yards from the ferry terminal where the boat usually lands." (THE FERRY TERMINAL IS THE HELL'S KITCHEN AREA.....)
SO TO CONCLUDE HERE, WE ACTUALLY SEE A TYPE OF PROGRESSION SINCE THIS STARTED WITH THE GIANT HEAD FLOATING ON THE HUDSON. FIRST THERE IS THE SEVENTH HEAD ON THE HUDSON, THEN THE NEXT YEAR A GIANT COMES UP OUT OF THE EARTH IN BUDAPEST--THIS GETS LINKED WITH THE DHARMA WATER WHEEL AND CERN --AND NOW WE SEE THAT THEY ARE BRINGING THE 8TH HEAD TO LIFE AND THE 8TH HEAD GETS LINKED WITH A HEADLESS STATUE AT CAESARS PALACE WHICH HAPPENS TO BE OWNED BY APOLLO GLOBAL MANAGEMENT! THIS 8TH HEAD ARTICLE COMES OUT RIGHT AFTER THE ARTICLE ABOUT THE LOST CITY OF THE MONKEY GOD--AND THE LORD SHOWS US THAT THE MONKEY GOD SHIVA AT CERN IS HANUMAN OR ‘A NU 8 MAN’. SO NOW WE KNOW THAT THE 8TH MAN HAS SOMETHING TO DO WITH CERN AND THEY ARE GETTING READY TO BRING THE 8TH HEAD TO LIFE….

THE INFORMATION FROM ALL THE RITUALS, THE WITCHCRAFT OF CERN AND THE TIME RIVER ARE WELL BEYOND COINCIDENCE, ESPECIALLY WHEN IT’S ALL VIEWED TOGETHER AS ONE BIG PICTURE. BIBLICAL PROPHECY IS ACCURATE AND COMING TO PASS RIGHT BEFORE OUR EYES…

MIKAEL